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Figure S1. Cloud water column mean conversion rate due to Bergeron, riming, evaporation of cloud water and ice sedimentation, evaporation of cloud process, over four seasons (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON).
Figure S2. Annual zonal mean fractional changes in BC concentrations relative to BASE in eight sensitivity simulations when the influence of one cloud process on BC is turned off over four seasons (DJF, MAM, JJA, SON). The sensitivity simulations are described in section 2.3, including (a) NO CONVECTION (no convection scavenging), (b) NO CCN (no cloud activation), (c) NO IN (no ice nucleation), (d) NO RIMING (no riming), (e) NO BELOW CLOUD (no below cloud scavenging), (f) NO BEGERON (no Bergeron process), (g) NO CLOUD EVAP (no evaporation of cloud water/ice sedimentation), (h) NO PRECIP EVAP (no evaporation of rain/snow).
Figure S3. Same as Figure S2, but for absolute changes in BC concentrations for sensitivity simulations relative to BASE.
Figure S4. Differences in global column burden of sensitivity simulations relative to BASE. The sensitivity simulations are described in section 2.3, including (a) NO CONVECTION (no convection scavenging), (b) NO CCN (no cloud activation), (c) NO IN (no ice nucleation), (d) NO RIMING (no riming), (e) NO BELOW CLOUD (no below cloud scavenging), (f) NO BEGERON (no Bergeron process), (g) NO CLOUD EVAP (no evaporation of cloud water/ice sedimentation), (h) NO PRECIP EVAP (no evaporation of rain/snow).
Figure S5. Annual zonal mean tendencies of six cloud processes including CONVECTION (convection scavenging), RIMING (riming), BERGERON (Bergeron process), CLOUD EVAP (evaporation of cloud water/ice sedimentation), PRECIP EVAP (evaporation of rain/snow), CCN (cloud activation). The former five processes are in unit of kg kg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, and the latter ones are in unit of # kg$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$.